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Abstract: Some theists maintain that they need not answer the threat posed to theistic belief by 

natural evil; they have reason enough to believe that God exists and it renders impotent any 

threat that natural evil poses to theism. Explicating how God and natural evil co-exist is not 

necessary since they already know both exist. I will argue that, even granting theists the 

knowledge they claim, this does not leave them in an agreeable position. It commits the theist to 

a very unpalatable position: our universe was not designed by God and is instead, most likely, a 

computer simulation. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Natural evil poses a serious threat to theistic belief. Some theists maintain, however, that they 

need not answer this threat. They claim to have reason enough to believe that God exists—reason 

that renders impotent any threat that natural evil poses to theism. They need not show how 

natural evil and God’s existence are compatible; since they already know God exists (and that 

natural evil exists), they know God’s existence is compatible with natural evil. Explicating how 

is not necessary.  

 I will argue that, even granting the theist the knowledge they claim to have of God’s 

existence, this does not leave them in an agreeable position. Although it would successfully 

defend theistic belief, it would commit the theist to a very unpalatable position: that our universe 

was not designed by God and is instead, most likely, a computer simulation. 

  

1. Rescuing Theism from Natural Evil 

The fact that the inevitability of natural disasters is woven into the very fabric of our universe 

poses a serious threat to theistic belief. Natural disasters, such as hurricanes, earthquakes, 

tsunamis, tornadoes, and disease have caused an incalculable amount of evil in the world by 

causing horrendous amounts of suffering and death without bias and at random. They have 

caused so much evil, in fact, that it was once thought that such things were the work of demons.1 

Once we discovered, however, that they were a consequence of the laws that govern our 

universe—once certain common physical conditions have been met, the laws of nature dictate 

that such atrocities occur2—very serious questions began to be asked. God supposedly designed 

our universe, including the laws that govern it; but if the laws are responsible for such things, 

then whoever dictated those laws is ultimately the author of them. How could an omniscient, 

omnipotent, and omni-benevolent being (what we will call a “tri-omni” being) be the ultimate 

author of such atrocities? After all, he could have designed our universe in such a way that no 

physical conditions could ever give rise to such atrocities, leaving the amount of evil and 

suffering we endure solely up to us.3 Instead, no matter who you are or what you have done, our 

universe is designed such that it could randomly, without warning, reach out and kill or injure 

you and your loved ones at almost any time. If I had embedded dog killing machines—that 

randomly activate and kill any dog within reach—into the design of my house, I could hardly be 

said to be a loving master of my dogs, Zorro and Alex. Yet this is the kind of thing that is 

embedded into the design of our universe. It seems that if some being designed our universe, that 

being is not wholly loving but is, instead, out to get us.  

 Most agree that it seems that natural disasters are evil and that no justifying good comes 

of them. However, if God exists, as a tri-omni being, he must have a good justifying reason for 

authoring them.
4
 If God exists, there must be a theodicy. Yet no theistic hypothesis for what that 

reason is enjoys any kind of favored status.5 Skeptical theists argue that, even setting reasons for 

belief in God aside, we need not provide such a theodicy; the fact that if God exists, his reason 

for doing so might be beyond our ken, means that perceived evil can’t even reduce the 

probability of God’s existence at all.6 Not everyone is happy with this solution, however. Even 

many theists doubt the suggestion that evil doesn’t reduce the probability of God’s existence at 

all. They also worry that skeptical theism renders belief in God irrational by making it 

unfalsifiable, and that it threatens our ability to make any kind of objective moral assessment.7 

 Others argue, however, that the reasons they have for their belief in the existence of God 

can solve this problem, even removing any reason to provide a theodicy in the first place. Most 

famously this argument is made by Alvin Plantinga, who suggests that “being appeared to 

Godly,”
8
 the sensus divinitatis or the Internal Instigation of the Holy Sprit (IIHS)

9
 warrants belief 



in God’s existence, including the fact that God is tri-omni. Given that his theistic belief is already 

justified by such things, he believes an evidential challenge could not even weaken the 

rationality of theistic belief, much less show it to be irrational. 

The example Plantinga uses in Warranted Christian Belief is one in which the memory of 

his sense data tells him that Maynard is a cat. Even if Plantinga finds out that Maynard loves 

cooked green beans and realizes that the hypothesis that Maynard is a Frisian better accounts for 

that fact (presumably, a greater percentage of Frisians like cooked green beans, compared to 

cats), Plantinga claims that his belief that Maynard is a cat will, and rationally can, continue 

unwavered. And this would be true even if he has only heard of Maynard and his green bean 

eating habits from a friend who, unbeknownst to Plantinga, made all of it up. Plantinga 

concludes, by way of analogy, that if theism is warranted (by the IIHS or some other similar 

means), an evidential challenge could neither count as a defeater for theism nor weaken such 

belief in the slightest; in fact, even if theism were false and thus not warranted (as Plantinga 

defines it), as long as one thinks his beliefs are warranted (by, for example, the IIHS), no 

evidential challenge could render them irrational. So, when presented with the challenge of 

natural evil, Plantinga would suggest that he need not respond to this challenge at all because 

(and simply because) he is of the opinion that his belief in theism (and specifically God’s 

goodness) is warranted by (something like) the IIHS.
10
  

 Many objections are possible here. Most telling, I think, is that Plantinga neglects the fact 

that evidence can call into question the reliability of the source of a belief. If I remember having 

seen Maynard with my own eyes, and he looked like a cat, then my discovery that Maynard likes 

green beans and the fact that a higher percentage of Frisains than cats like cooked green beans is 

not going to affect (very much) my belief that Maynard is a cat. However, if I found out that 

dogs loved cooked green beans, that Maynard barked, loved bones, refused to use a litter box, 

loved to go for walks, was loving and faithful, and was called a “dog” by everyone else, my 

belief that Maynard is a cat becomes irrational. I must conclude that the source of my belief, my 

memory, is mistaken (even if it is usually reliable). Likewise, natural evil may call into question 

the reliability of whatever means I have acquired my belief in God. Even if it is reliable, unless 

one is certain that it is, it seems that there will always be some amount of evidence that can call 

into question its reliability and thus render one’s theistic belief unjustified.  

But my goal here is not to object to Plantinga’s argument or criticize him directly. I wish 

only to establish that some theists claim that their reasons for belief in God’s existence make 

providing a theodicy unnecessary. And I think this is fairly uncontroversial. Whether it be via the 

IIHS, the ontological argument, the cosmological argument, or a religious experience, many 

theists claim to have so much reason to believe God exists that their inability to provide a 

satisfactory theodicy does not affect the rationality of their theistic belief. So let us grant, for the 

sake of argument, such theists what they claim. For simplicity let us say that we will grant the 

theist the “evidence” they claim for God’s existence and the fact that it produces the knowledge 

of God’s existence that they claim to have. Thus, the theist knows that God exists, and they know 

that they know—whatever method by which they gained their knowledge of such belief, we will 

say they know it justifies their belief that God exists. Let us say that, for example, Plantinga 

knows that he received his belief in a tri-omni God from the IIHS and that the IIHS justifies 

knowledge of a tri-omni God’s existence. 

If we do grant all this, it seems theists can defend theistic belief against the threat of 

natural evil. To see why, consider a thought experiment. My neighbor Caleb has been accused of 

the cold blooded murder of an infant, and the evidence against him is completely convincing. 



However, through a psychic connection that I know guarantees knowledge in this case, I have 

looked into Caleb’s mind and seen that he is perfectly sane and that he is literally incapable of 

committing a morally heinous action. Consequently, I need not explain away the evidence 

against him to justify my belief that he is innocent; since I already know he can’t commit a 

morally heinous action, I know there must be an explanation for why it seems that he did despite 

the fact that he did not. Likewise, if I already have enough evidence to know that God exists, I 

need not provide an explanation for the evidence against his existence to justify my belief that he 

does; I know there is an explanation, even if I can’t come up with one. Thus, if theists truly do 

have the evidence and knowledge they profess to have regarding God’s existence, theistic belief 

can still be rational even though theists have not provided a satisfactory theodicy for natural evil. 

 

2. Denying Divine Design 

The problem is, even granting theists the evidence for and knowledge of God’s existence they 

claim, natural evil still puts the theist in an undesirable position. To see why, let us return to our 

example. I know that Caleb cannot commit a morally heinous action, despite the fact that the 

evidence seems to suggest that he did. But there are two kinds of evidence that suggest that he 

committed a morally heinous act. One is the evidence that the cold blooded murder of the infant 

was carried out by Caleb; the other is the evidence that suggests that the cold blooded murder of 

an infant is morally heinous.  Given that I know that it is impossible for Caleb to commit a 

morally heinous action, I must maintain that one of these pieces of evidence is faulty. Either 

someone else committed the crime, or the cold blooded murder of an infant is not actually a 

morally heinous action (i.e., it is not the kind of action that it is impossible for Caleb to commit). 

In deciding which piece of evidence to reject, I should clearly reject the one that is least intuitive. 

Thus, what we should conclude—in fact, what I am sure you had already concluded—is that 

someone else committed the crime. No matter how good the evidence is that Caleb committed 

the crime, it could never trump the reasons I have for thinking that the cold blooded killing of an 

infant is morally heinous.  

But the theist who has been granted their claimed evidence and knowledge is in a similar 

situation in regard to natural evil and God’s existence. The theist knows that God exists, and is 

tri-omni; thus the theist knows that God is not capable of performing a morally heinous act. Yet, 

as the problem of natural evil shows, the evidence suggests that he did. Natural disasters are evil, 

yet they seem to have been woven into the very fabric of our universe by God’s design. 

However, there are two kinds of evidence here: the evidence that natural disasters are evil (and 

thus whoever wove them into the very fabric of our universe is not wholly good
11
) and the 

evidence that God is the designer of our universe.
12
 Which piece of evidence do we have less 

reason to think it is accurate; which notion should we reject? The answer seems clear: we should 

reject the notion that God is the designer of our universe. Just like with Caleb, we shouldn’t 

conclude that the crime in question wasn’t really evil. We should conclude that someone else did 

it.  

Some theists might object at this stage by pointing to a dis-analogy in the two cases. 

Caleb is human, God is not. It’s more likely that I could comprehend a reason that Caleb had for 

murdering an infant than I could comprehend a reason God had for authoring natural evil. So I 

am more justified in believing that the crime Caleb is accused of is morally heinous than I am in 

believing that natural disasters are. Perhaps this is true,
13
 but it is irrelevant. I am not saying we 

should conclude that God didn’t design our universe because we concluded that Caleb is 

innocent. The point of the Caleb story is merely this: when someone who we know is morally 



upstanding seems to have done something wrong, we have a choice between rejecting either the 

belief that (a) the action was evil or (b) they did it. Clearly, when we have that choice, we should 

reject the option we have the least reason to accept (or the most reason to reject). In the Caleb 

case, we clearly have more reason to reject “Caleb did it.” In the God case, the choice is between 

rejecting “a tri-omni God designed our universe” and “natural disasters are evil.” What I am 

suggesting is that we have more reason to reject the notion that “a tri-omni God designed our 

universe” than we do to reject that “natural disasters are evil.” And whether this is true has 

nothing to do with how much less reason we have to reject the moral heinousness of infant 

murder or what we concluded specifically in the Caleb case. 

Why do we have more reason to reject the notion that a tri-omni God designed our 

universe than we do to reject that the notion that natural disasters are evil?  

First of all, we actually have no good reason to suppose that God designed our universe. 

We have granted the theist knowledge of God’s existence and tri-omni properties, but nothing 

further has been granted, and such knowledge in no way entails that God is the designer of our 

universe. Evidence that theists claim for the existence of a tri-omni God might establish that God 

is the explanation for why there is something  rather than nothing, or that he is the ground of all 

being (i.e., that nothing can exist unless he continually wills it into existence), but this is not the 

same as establishing that God designed our universe. Even if it’s true that he had to create a 

universe, it does not even follow from this that he is the creator of our universe, much less its 

designer. Given what we know, our universe could have been created and designed by a less than 

perfect being within the universe that God created. (In fact, if it has a designer at all, the amount 

of evil in our universe seems to indicate that this is in fact true.) Even granting the theist the 

teleological argument, which concludes that our universe has a designer, would not establish that 

God designed our universe since the teleological argument does not establish that the designer is 

tri-omni. (The creation of our universe, for example, does not require ultimate power.)
14
 

Secondly, we have no good reason to reject the notion that natural disasters are evil. In 

fact, that natural disasters are evil is nearly universally agreed upon. Humanity has thought for 

centuries that such things are unquestionably evil; that is why we used to think they were the 

work of demons. This is why some early (non-orthodox) Christians thought that the God of the 

New Testament was not the creator of our universe, but instead that our universe was the work of 

the evil God of the Old Testament.
15
 This is why we work tirelessly to prevent the suffering that 

natural disasters cause—tornado warnings, levee systems, reinforced buildings, tsunami 

detection, etc. Anyone who suggested, publicly, that the Haiti earthquake of 2010, or Indian 

tsunami of 2004, somehow made the world a better place would be publicly ostracized and 

ridiculed. (Indeed, simply making jokes about the Japanese earthquake of 2011 “too soon” cost 

Gilbert Gottfried his job as the voice of the Aflac Insurance duck.) If we discovered that natural 

disasters were actually the result of a Bond-type super-villain with a natural-disaster-causing-

machine, we would never stop and think, “I wonder whether he is doing us a favor.” Although 

they do provide opportunities for compassion and generosity, no one thinks natural disasters are 

worth the evil they create.
16
 All persons working for disaster relief would rather that the disaster 

never happened in the first place; certainly no such person thinks their compassion or generosity 

in any way justifies the suffering the disaster caused. If the super-villain thought that he was 

actually a hero, because he was providing opportunities for compassion and generosity by 

creating natural disasters, we would classify him as criminally insane.
17
 Even if the theist knows 

that God exists, we are all even more certain that natural disasters bring evil upon the world. 



Third, not only do we have no good reason for thinking that God designed our universe, 

but there are serious doubts as to whether this is true. Every philosopher knows that it can’t be 

proven false that our universe is not some kind of “simulation”—perhaps an illusion created by 

some Cartesian evil-demon, or the dream of some great being (or perhaps our own dream). It 

could be that we are in The Matrix, or a brain in a vat. Each such hypothesis would entail that 

God did not design or create the universe we live in. Although there is no evidence that such 

things are true, there is also no definitive evidence that they are false (hence the skeptical 

problem). And that makes all of them more plausible than the suggestion that “natural disasters 

are not evil,” since we do have evidence that is false.
18
  

So, given the knowledge I have granted, we have a choice between rejecting the notion 

that God designed our universe and the notion that natural disasters are evil. We have every 

reason to think that natural disasters are evil, but we have no good reason to accept the idea that 

God designed our universe, and no more reason to doubt than to accept that our universe is 

instead some kind of simulation. Clearly the notion that we have more reason to reject is the 

notion that God designed our universe. Like we did with Caleb, we should conclude that 

someone else did it.  

This is not a palatable position for most theists as it stands. But, I believe, recent 

arguments entail that the theist is logically committed to a thesis that they will find even more 

unpalatable.  

 

3. The Computer Simulation Hypothesis  

If someone else designed our universe, who did? I doubt we could ever know for sure. But one 

thing certainly follows from what we have so far discovered. Since the inevitability of natural 

disasters is woven in the very fabric of our universe, and such disasters are unquestionably evil, 

it seems that whoever designed our universe is not wholly good.
19
 But, given recent 

developments and arguments that we shall now consider, we may be able to know something 

else about the designer of our universe: they own a computer. The theist’s defense to the problem 

of natural evil under consideration may commit them to believing that we live in a computer 

simulation.  

Above we discussed the possibility that we live in a simulation—a dream, a world 

created by an evil demon, a computer simulation, etc. Usually, philosophers merely point that 

such possibilities cannot be proven false (when raising the skeptical problem). However, 

recently, arguments have been put forth to suggest that one of these possibilities may actually be 

true: that our universe is a computer simulation; that we are virtual beings living in a virtual 

universe, all created and run on a supercomputer in another universe.  

Why do some philosophers think this might be true? First of all, simulated universes are 

possible and could be created in our own universe. The more we learn about the brain, the more 

it is evident that our mental life, as well as our actions, result from the neural activity of our 

brains. We also have discovered that such neural activity can be reproduced using computer 

chips; such silicon-based chips are nearly identical to the carbon-based neurons that make up our 

brains.
20
 Not only does this technology make androids—minded physical beings with silicon 

based brains—possible, but minded beings whose neural configuration is found solely on a 

computer hard drive are also possible.
21
 Such beings could be introduced to a computer-

simulated universe, even en masse, and would interact with it in the same way we interact with 

our universe—even believing it to be a physical reality. The rate of progression in technological 

development makes the possibility of such computer simulation universes likely. Primitive 



versions can already be found in The Sims games.
22
 Additionally, motivations for the creation of 

such universes are almost endless. Future academics could potentially use them to study history, 

politics, economics and human behavior. One could end debates on the consequences of 

proposed legislation by observing how such legislation affects a computer simulation of our 

universe. One could even figure out how the world would be different if Hitler had won WWII 

by programming a computer simulation that replicates the conditions of a 1940s earth and gives 

Hitler knowledge of the D-Day invasion. 

Why does the possibility and likelihood of computer simulated universes give us reason 

to think that our universe is a computer simulation? Nick Bostrom
 
(2003) tells us why.

23
 If 

technology and society reach a point such that simulations are possible, we can’t think our 

universe isn’t a simulation because such things are impossible. In addition, if we do develop 

simulated universes, such simulations will be plentiful (just like modern computer games). In 

fact, the inhabitants of the simulated universes we create would likely (eventually) create their 

own simulated universes. So the fact that we created a simulated universe is no reason to think 

that our universe is non-simulated; we might have created a simulation in our own simulation. 

And since, by doing so, we would have shown that the creation of simulated universes is 

possible, we would have shown that they were created and are plentiful in the physical (non-

simulated) universe (either by being created in our universe, or in the physical universe in which 

our universe is running as a simulation). And in a multiverse where there are a million simulated 

universes but only one real one, given the fact that the inhabitants of a simulated universe can’t 

tell that it is simulated, one should conclude that one’s own universe is simulated. In short, by 

creating a simulated universe, we will have established that there are likely millions of simulated 

universes, and only one real one. Given that we can’t tell if our universe is simulated, we will be 

forced to conclude that it most likely is. It would be a million to one chance that it is not. By 

creating a simulated universe, we will have proven that it is most likely that we inhabit one. Of 

course, all societies may destroy themselves before becoming that advanced, or they may be 

opposed to such simulations for moral reasons, but they are equally likely to develop them. Thus, 

Bostrom
 
concludes, given what we know, the hypothesis that our universe is a computer 

simulation is about 20% likely. There are about five basic ways our society could develop, each 

is equally likely given what we know, and one of them leads to us creating simulated universes 

and thus realizing that we are nearly guaranteed to be in one.
24
 

Why does this commit the theist to believing that our universe is a computer simulation? 

We have seen that granting the theist knowledge that God exists, coupled with the evidence of 

natural evil, forces one to the conclusion that our universe was not designed by God. If the 

computer simulation hypothesis is the most likely scenario in which this is true, then it is the 

scenario we are forced to accept. Other scenarios—the evil demon hypothesis, the dream 

hypothesis—simply can’t be disproven. It seems, however, that there is at least a 20% chance 

that the computer simulation hypothesis is true. This gives it an edge on the other non-divine 

design scenarios, and thus it seems that it is the most likely scenario in which God exists but did 

not design our universe.  

So, in summary, if we grant the theist the knowledge of God’s existence that they claim, 

the problem of natural evil forces the theist to choose between rejecting “God designed our 

universe” and “natural disasters are evil.” We have much more reason to reject the former than 

the latter and, if Bostrom is right, our being in a computer simulation is the best non-divine 

explanation for our universe’s design. (Certainly, it is more likely that our universe is a computer 

simulation than it is that natural disasters do not cause evil.) All in all, I argue, granting the theist 



the knowledge of God’s existence they claim in the face of the problem of evil forces them to 

accept that our universe is a computer simulation.  

Unfortunately for the theist, however, this is likely not something they will find palatable. 

Despite the fact that the computer simulation hypothesis is more plausible than suggesting that 

natural disasters are actually good, and that it has been rendered more plausible than it has been 

in the past by recent arguments, any position that commits you to believing that we live in a 

computer simulation is a bit embarrassing. So, even if we grant the theist knowledge of God’s 

existence that they claim, there is still work to do to defend theistic belief from objections that 

stem from considering natural evil.  

 

4. Dealing with Objections 

In response, Plantinga might declare that the IIHS reveals that God designed our universe, and 

thus claim that fact can’t be doubted. For the sake of argument, I granted Plantinga knowledge of 

God’s existence via IIHS, and even knowledge that the IIHS justifies that knowledge, so one 

might think that this is a perfectly legitimate response to my argument. It is not, however, for 

three reasons.  

First, Plantinga’s move would be entirely ad hoc—an un-testable excuse to save his 

theory from falsification. Allowing this kind of move would make theism un-falsifiable and thus 

irrational. It is not credible to dismiss every objection to theism by claiming that you don’t have 

to answer the objection because God has revealed to you that you are right. Now, some might 

say this move is not ad hoc because it has been claimed by theists before that the IIHS reveals 

that God designed our universe. This leads me to my second reason for rejecting this response.  

I have never seen theists claim “God designed our universe” as divinely revealed 

knowledge. Genesis 1 and 2 certainly do not reveal this. Genesis might reveal that God created 

our universe, but as we have seen creation does not imply design. Certainly, Genesis does not 

reveal that God designed our universe in the modern sense of the word—that he dictated the 

regularities by which our universe is governed—since the idea that our universe is governed by 

regularities is only as old as the scientific revolution. Genesis does not even necessarily reveal 

that God did anything to our universe—only that he took part in creative acts “in the beginning.” 

In fact, taken as divinely inspired, the Genesis story might be additional evidence that we live in 

a computer simulation. For most of history, the Genesis story has been interpreted literally by 

most Jews and Christians
25
 a notion that was only rejected recently (relatively speaking) when it 

became clear that the story did not match up to what actually happened to our universe. 

However, if it is the divinely inspired (and thus literally true) story of creation but doesn’t match 

up to how our universe was created, then wouldn’t it be the creation story of another universe—

perhaps the physical universe in which our world is being run as a computer simulation?  

Setting this aside, a sense of wonder while looking at our universe might lead some to 

conclude that our universe has a designer. When combined with the (granted) knowledge that 

God exists one might conclude that God is the designer. (Plantinga tells such stories about his 

own belief.) But this follows only if “if God exists then he must be the designer of our universe” 

is true, and I have certainly never seen that claimed as divinely revealed knowledge. It is just 

assumed, not revealed.  

Third and finally, the fact that I granted Plantinga knowledge that the IIHS justifies belief 

in God’s existence does not entail that I must grant Plantinga everything he claims is revealed by 

the IIHS. I did so to get my argument off the ground, but that does open up the flood gates and 

allow the theist to claim knowledge of any and every thing they are apt to think is revealed by 



the IIHS. If I grant you knowledge of something that you claim you saw with your own eyes by 

granting that your perception justified your knowledge in a particular case, it does not follow that 

I must grant you knowledge of everything you claim to have seen with your own eyes. This is 

especially true if the second thing that you saw is incompatible with the first, and this harkens 

back to the criticism I leveled against Plantinga in the first section. Recall, Plantinga fails to 

recognize that evidence can call into question the reliability of the source of a belief. Given that 

we know that the laws of nature necessitate natural disasters, and that natural disasters are evil, if 

(in addition to revealing that a tri-omni God exists) the IIHS also tells you that God dictated 

those laws, then the IIHS cannot be seen as a reliable source of information—no more than your 

memory is reliable if it tells you that Maynard is a cat, but it also tells you that Maynard barks 

and goes for walks. Thus, not only is the belief that God designed our universe not justified by 

the IIHS but, by undermining the reliability of the IIHS itself, claiming that it is might undermine 

the justification one was granted for the belief in God’s existence in the first place. Besides, if 

knowledge that the IIHS is reliable on all matters were granted to Plantinga, this would end all 

debate (on anything) before it starts; no matter the issue, Plantinga could simply claim that the 

fact that he is right has been revealed to him by the IIHS. 

Others, in response to my main argument, might question the validity of Bostrom’s 

arguments, suggesting that the computer simulation hypothesis is not any more likely than other 

non-divine design hypotheses. Others may argue that a particular non-divine design hypothesis is 

more likely than the computer simulation hypothesis. Still others might suggest that, even if God 

exists, it’s more likely that our universe simply doesn’t have a designer, than it is that it was 

designed by something that isn’t God. Fair enough. I don’t agree, but I am not that interested 

here in arguing that the theist is committed to the computer simulation hypothesis specifically. 

But the fact remains, the theist is not going to find any of these alternatives palatable. Whether 

they find themselves committed to the computer simulation hypothesis, another non-divine 

design hypothesis, or the non-design hypothesis, theists will not be happy. Usually, unless God 

did it, they are not satisfied. Yet that God did not do it is exactly what they are committed to 

believing. And that is my main point. Many theists respond to the problem of natural evil by 

suggesting that they need not reply because they already know that God exists; but the avenue 

this response leads the theist down can only dead-end at a place that the theist does not want to 

go.   

My argument could allow the theist to solve the problem of natural evil, if the theist is 

willing to bite the bullet of admitting that our universe is not designed by God, but by some other 

non-divine being. And perhaps some theists are okay with accepting that consequence; perhaps 

protecting belief in God from the problem of natural evil is that important to them. Atheists, 

however, might raise further objections by suggesting that the theist still can’t avoid the problem 

of natural evil. If God is tri-omni, why would God allow our universe to have natural evil in it? 

Even if he didn’t create or design it, he could still stop such things from happening in it, right? 

Theists will, I believe, look for a response to this in an already existing reply to the problem of 

moral evil. Why doesn’t God stop people from performing acts of evil in this universe? He 

doesn’t, most theists maintain, because to do so would be to interfere with our free will, and 

granting his created beings free will is more important to God than eliminating or reducing evil.
26
 

But if our universe is created and designed by a being within the universe God created, then the 

act of weaving natural disasters into the fabric of our universe was the free will action of one of 

God’s created beings—an action that God would not interfere with. So, if this response to the 

problem of moral evil works, then granting a non-divine design hypothesis does solve the 



problem of natural evil—it does so by turning natural evil into moral evil, and then allowing the 

free will solution to do its work. And it does this without contradicting our modern scientific 

understanding of our universe (unlike the suggestion that natural evil could be the work of 

demonic powers within our universe).
27
  

If, however, the free will solution to the problem of moral evil is not satisfactory (and I’m 

not convinced it is), then things are all the worse for the theist and my main point is doubly 

reinforced. The theist has already been forced into accepting a non-palatable hypothesis in order 

to solve the problem of natural evil and protect God’s existence with this solution; but now it 

turns out this solution doesn’t even protect belief in God’s existence. Not only does it commit 

them to rejecting the notion that God designed our universe, but (if the free will solution fails) it 

raises yet another problem—a problem of moral evil—for which they have no solution. I 

suppose the theist could once again claim that their knowledge of God’s existence entails that 

they need not offer such a solution, but it seems that this would not be a move they would want 

to employ twice in the same argument. All in all, the theistic response to the problem of natural 

evil, indeed, does lead them to places they do not want to go.  

 

5. Conclusion 

We have granted the theist the evidence and knowledge he claims to have of the existence of a 

tri-omni God. With such knowledge in hand, the theist would be convinced that there must be an 

explanation for how God’s omnipotence, omniscience and whole goodness can be reconciled 

with his assumption that God designed our universe, its laws and the fact that the laws that 

govern our universe give rise to natural evil. But, without a theodicy, the theist still cannot deny 

that the latter fact provides very convincing evidence that our universe was not designed by a 

wholly good being. So, the theist knows that God is omnipotent, omniscient and wholly good, 

but also has convincing evidence that our universe was not designed by a being that is 

omnipotent, omniscient and wholly good. If these two beliefs were logically incompatible, the 

theist would be forced to determine which evidence was more convincing. But they are not, for it 

is entirely possible that God is omnipotent, omniscient and wholly good and not the designer of 

our universe—for it is possible that our universe was designed by a non-perfect creature within 

the universe that God designed, most likely (I think) as a computer simulation. In fact, if the 

available evidence points both to God being omnipotent, omniscient and wholly good, and to our 

universe not being designed by a being that is omnipotent, omniscient and wholly good, then this 

is the hypothesis that is the most rational for the theist to accept. 

Of course, if you are a theist who finds a particular theodicy convincing, this problem 

will not bother you. You need only worry about the fact that most others don’t find your theodicy 

convincing. If you are a skeptical theist, you need only worry about dealing with the plethora of 

objections (some of which I mentioned before) that plague your position. Theists who reject 

some of God’s classic attributes, like omnipotence, can also avoid being forced to such a 

conclusion.
28
 Others, who deny that God is the creator, will be more comfortable with non-divine 

design hypotheses. But many theists believe in the traditional tri-omni God who designed our 

universe, yet they reject skeptical theism and find no theodicy compelling. They are not 

bothered, for they think their knowledge of God’s existence is enough to defend their theistic 

belief. But, I have argued, such theists have some work to do if they wish to avoid being 

committed to an unpalatable position like the computer simulation hypothesis.
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